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Quasi-steadiness approximation for the two-compartment solute ki-
netic model. We analytically solved the equation of the variable volume,
two-compartment solute kinetic model (TCSKM). From the solution, we
constructed an expression of weekly Concentration profiles developing in
the patient's body by routine hemodialyses. Obtained formulas can be
used to calculate Kt/V, solute reduction index (SRI), the solute generation
rate (G) per unit distribution volume (V), and a mass transfer coefficient
(MTC) between the two compartments. To estimate these parameters, the
formulas only need three-point data during a dialysis, that is, pre-,
one-hour, and post-dialysis solute concentrations instead of four that
would otherwise be needed. A 48 hour data point is not required. The
weekly concentration profiles can be easily calculated by the formulas. As
examples of clinical applications, we calculated Kt/V, G/V, and SRI of
urea, Cr, and uric acid using plasma data of 121 hemodialyzed patients.
Then the results were compared with the single-compartment solute
kinetic model (SCSKM). The obtained mean MTC/V values, that is, 1.08
(l/hr) for urea, 0.53 (1/hr) for Cr, and 1.11 (l/hr) for uric acid, were
consistent with the previous works. SCSKM overestimated the mean G/V
by 7.1%, 15.9%, and 10.0%, and the mean SRI by 6.7%, 18.6%, and
10.0%, for urea, Cr, and uric acid, respectively. The solute distribution
volume ratio of TCSKM to SCSKM, (V)TcSM/(V)ScSKM, depended on
the value of MTC/V and the hemodialysis duration. Using pedometers, we
measured the total number of steps the patients took during a week. We
found that the total number of steps in a week was significantly correlated
with the Cr generation rate (r = 0.285, P < 0.03), but that it was not
significantly correlated with the other generation rates (r = 0.204,P > 0.09
for urea, and r = 0.209, P > 0.08 for uric acid). These data suggest that the
Cr generation rate is related to the patient's physical activity. We conclude
that the formulas can estimate an adequate dialysis prescription for the
hemodialyzed patient.
Urea has widely been used as a marker of adequate dialysis by
many clinicians. One reason for this is that since urea moves
swiftly among the compartments in the body, the profile of urea in
HD patients is believed to obey the single-compartment solute
kinetic model (SCSKM) [1]. SCSKM is mathematically simple: it
is described with a simple differential equation that can be solved
using the elementaiy differential equation theory. In SCSKM, the
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two principal model parameters, Kt/V and normalized urea
generation rate, determine the urea behavior in the patient's body
[21. Another reason for urea's use as a marker is that it is a final
metabolite of protein. Since urea generation reflects protein
catabolism, it is thought to represent the nutritional state of
hemodialyzed (HD) patients [3, 4]. Many studies in the past have
suggested that the kinetic parameters of the SCSKM, Kt/V and
protein catabolic rate can predict the outcome of HD patients
[5—7]. Previously, we developed a theory of SCSKM describing
urea behavior of HD patients in a quasi-steady state [8]. The
patient is considered to be in a quasi-steady state if the daily
in-out imbalance of a substance in the patient's body is small,
although the weekly in-out imbalance may be large. We can easily
apply obtained formulas to calculate KIN and the urea genera-
tion rate using only pre- and post-HD urea nitrogen concentra-
tions. However, many previous works pointed out that the dis-
crepancy in urea reduction from SCSKM becomes apparent when
patients receive high-flux and high-efficiency hemodialysis with
short duration. Since disequilibrium of urea develops among the
compartments in this situation, the two-pool nature of urea
behavior may become apparent. A rapid fall of urea observed
after starting HD [9] or post-dialytic urea rebound seems to show
the above circumstance [10, 11]. Therefore, to adequately esti-
mate the removal of urea from the patient's body, we should use
a two-compartment solute kinetic model (TCSKM) instead of
SCSKM.
The kinetics of less diffusible substances such as middle mole-
cules, and even the kinetics of creatinine, whose molecular weight
is as low as urea [12—14], is far more adequately represented in the
multi-compartment model than in SCSKM. To evaluate the
healthy state of patients and hemodialysis adequacy, removal of
middle molecular substance from patients' bodies is undoubtedly
as important as the removal of urea [15—18]. Since Cr is a final
metabolite of arginine derived from the muscle under the action
of creatinine phosphokinase, it can readily be assumed that the Cr
generation is associated with the patient's physical activity. Thus,
Cr kinetics may be capable of describing the patient's healthy state
as adequately as urea. However, since both the multi-compart-
ment model and TCSKM are mathematically complicated, many
clinicians have never routinely considered any type of solute
kinetics other than urea. The clinical meanings of the model
parameters other than urea have not necessarily been clarified.
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Since the recent popularization of highly efficient personal
computers enables us to solve coupled differential equations of
multi-pool kinetics at every HD unit, one of the obstacles to
multi-pool kinetics has already been overcome. However, multi-
sampling of blood to determine the kinetic parameters leaves the
routine use of the model still difficult. Even two-pool kinetics
requires at least four blood samplings: at pre-dialysis, at post-
dialysis, at one hour after dialysis, and at pre-dialysis of the next
HD session. Thus, a calculation method to reduce the number of
blood samples that need to be taken must he constructed. To this
end, we have developed a new method to calculate the kinetic
parameters of TCSKM. This method consists of the two compart-
ment version of quasi-steadiness approximation for SCSKIVI of
[8]. Quasi-steadiness approximation was named because the dif-
ference of both pre- and post-dialysis solute concentrations at a
one week interval can be neglected for the hemodialyzed patient
in a quasi-steady state. By assuming uniform elimination of water
from all body compartments and writing the coupled differential
equations of TCSKM in the matrix form, we were able to find an
analytic solution to the equation. Then, we traced an approach
quite similar to that of our prior study [8], and obtained formulas
to calculate the model parameters for the patient. For an estima-
tion in actual HD patients, we have only to measure pre-,
intermediate and post-dialytic solute concentrations of serum
(Cpr, C, respectively). Using these formulas and the
three-point data, we can determine Kt/V, the solute reduction
index (SRI) proposed by Keshaviah and Star [19], the mass
transfer coefficient (MTC) between the two compartments, and
the solute generation rate (G). As examples of the application of
the formulas, we calculated these parameters in relation to the
urea, Cr, and uric acid, and discussed the difference between
TCSKM and SCSKM. We also discussed interrelations among
urea G, Cr G, uric acid G, and the physical activity of hemodialytic
patients.
METHODS
In the derivation of the TCSKM formulas, we assumed that the
assumptions i to vi in [8] still hold for HD patients. In these
assumptions, the term "urea" is now replaced with "solute," G is
interpreted as solute generation rate per unit time, K is dialyzer
clearance of the solute, and V means the solute distribution
volume under the consideration. A typical weekly course of solute
concentration in the patient's body, in this case urea, is illustrated
in Figure 1. The course varies from [8] in that dotted and solid
lines are drawn to describe intracellular solute concentration and
extracel I ular solute concentration, respectively. In addition, we
assumed that:
(vii) water is homogeneously eliminated from or added into all
water compartments constructing the body.
Strictly speaking, this assumption may not hold. However, since
the change of water content in each compartment is in itself small,
the disequilibrium of water among compartments plays a negligi-
ble role in the profiles of the solute concentration in the compart-
ments. The derivation and details of the formulas for TCSKM,
and the numerical method for calculation are described in Ap-
pendix 1. Using these equations for TCSKM and the formulas for
SCSKM in [8], normalized dialyzer clearance k, normalized MTC
between the two compartments X, normalized solute generation
rate G, and SRI were calculated for both TCSKM and SCSKM.
The ratio (k) SKM/(k)TCSKM for a certain solute gives the ratio of
Time, days
Fig. 1. Typical concentration profiles of TCSKM against time. As an
example, we showed the behavior of BUN in the patient's body. The
concentration in the ECF space is represented by a solid line, and that in
the ICF space by a dotted line. To stress the difference of the profiles
between ECF space (solid line) and ICF space (dotted line), we took X =
0.3, a value which was much smaller than the actual value. The solute
concentrations are measured at the hemodialysis session j = 4.
the total solute distribution volume V) of end dialysis (V0)TC5KM/
(VO)SCSKM without referring to the value of (VO)TCSKM or
(V,)SCSKM. (To distinguish between the two models, parentheses
with a superscript TCSKM or SCSKM is around the parameter.)
Since we assumed that urea and Cr are distributed in both
extracellular space (ECF) and intracellular space (ICF), we
assigned ECF and ICF to compartment 1 and compartment 2,
respectively. On the other hand, we considered that uric acid is
distributed mainly in ECF. For the uric acid, ECF itself was
assumed to be divided into two compartments, for example,
intravascular space (compartment 1) and interstitial spaces (com-
partment 2). Since the three-compartment calculation from [15]
indicated that the uric acid MTC between ICF and the interstitial
space was 50-fold smaller than the MTC between the interstitial
space and the intravascular space, the transport of uric acid
between ECF and ICF was considered too small to significantly
affect the concentration profiles in ECF. The volume ratio of the
compartment 1 to total distribution volume was fixed to 0.33 for
urea and creatinine, and to 0.2 for uric acid [15]: the fraction
expressing solute generation site f3 was taken to be 1 for urea, and
0 for uric acid and creatinine; urea was assumed to be generated
in ECF, uric acid was assumed to be generated in ICF and
transmitted into interstitium, and Cr was assumed to be generated
in ICF.
To obtain the blood samples, 121 patients receiving thrice
weekly HD treatments were selected at the HD unit of Tsuchiura
Kyodo General Hospital. Excluded patients were those whose
blood flow was unstable during ND, Moderate AR had been
confirmed in one patient. The average age was 57.7 12,5
(mean SD) years, and the average post-dialytic body wt was
52.6 10,0 kg. Dialysis time was four hours for all patients except
one patient receiving 3.5-hours of treatment, two receiving 4.5
hours of treatment, and two receiving a 5 hour treatment. The
patients' blood flow was distributed in the range between 120 to
280 ml/min, and dialysate flow was 500 mI/mm for all patients.
Residual renal clearance was neglected. Blood sample was col-
lected at the beginning of HD, at 60 minutes after the start of HD,
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Fig. 2. A simulated result of SRI (•) and the ratio of the intermediate
solute concentration (0) during hemodialysis to the pre-dialysis solute
concentration. The intermediate sampling time was set at T = one hour.A.
The horizontal axis is plotted against X. B. The horizontal line is plotted
in such a way that z = 1 — 1/X is made linear. Cpot/Cpre = 0.30, GICpr
= 0.01 (l/hr), = Ofor all i = 1,2,3,4, a = 0.33, B = I and t = 4 (hrs)
are used.
and at the end of HD. The pre-dialytic blood sample was drawn
before the blood access needle was connected to the circuit, and
intradialytic and post-dialytic samples were drawn while the full
blood flow rate was maintained. If a sample could not be taken
exactly at one hour from the beginning of HD, the sampling time
was recorded and substituted into equation (32) instead of T = 1.
The samples were measured by urease ultraviolet method for
BUN and enzymatic methods for Cr and uric acid, using an
autoanalyzer 7350 (Hitachi, Tokyo). To investigate the physical
activity of the patients, within two weeks before or after the blood
sampling, a pedometer was attached to each of the 79 patients
who received HD on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Patients
who could not walk by themselves were excluded. The patients
were required to put on the pedometer each morning after
waking, for a period of one week, and the total steps throughout
the week were recorded. At each HD session of the week, we
asked every patient whether he or she had kept the pedometer on
throughout the interdialytic interval.
k 1/hr 0 mg/dl/hr SRI z
Two-compartment model
BUN 0.349 0.066 0.942 0.231 0.650 0.062 0.073 0.397
Cr 0.285 0.060 0.126 0.03 1 0.542 0.067 —0.893 0.732
UA 0.368 0.075 0.100 0.022 0.643 0.069 0.098 0.334
Single-compartment model
BUN 0.346 0.058 1.008 0.240 0.693 0.056
Cr 0.296 0.050 0.146 0.035 0.636 0.056
UA 0.360 0.062 0.110 0.022 0.707 0.058
RESULTS
In this section, we describe calculated results using the formulas
developed in Appendix 1 and the 121 patient data set.
Values of MTC
Since obtained values X of are not normally distributed, the
usual procedure to calculate mean of X could not be used.
We simulated C1 and SRI against X while CPOStICPrC was kept
constant (0.3). The result is shown in Figure 2A. C1 and SRI
exhibited strong saturation above X > 2 (the upper bound is given
by SCSKM). When X is growing progressively larger than X = 2,
the total change of C,,1 or SRI lies within 5%. Inversely, a small
variation of C1 can affect the value of X very much for X > 2.
Actually, two patients had extremely large X> 16 for urea, which
mainly arises from a small error of observed Usually, we
consider that the observed values of C1 are_normally distributed.
Then, the strong saturation of C1,, against X remarkably distorts
the distribution of X from the normal distribution. The simple way
to calculate mean SD of X cannot give any significant result; that
is, a few extremely larges Xs contribute abnormally to the result.
Therefore, consider the next transformation: z = 1 — 1/X
(Box-Cox transformation with the exponent =
—1). In Figure 2B,
we plotted the horizontal axis in such a way that z is plotted on the
linear scale. The Figure indicates that this transformation linear-
izes both the relation between C1 and X in the region over X>
0.3 and, to a wider degree, the relation between X and SRI. Since
the X is not normally distributed, but is, and since z is
considered to be almost linear to we should ask for the mean
(and sD)ofz and invert the mean z into X = 1/(1 — z) to obtain
the mean X.
z (X) of TCSKM are depicted in Table I for BUN, Cr, and uric
acid. When z was inversely transformed into X, mean X values
were 1.079 (1/hr) with a 95% confidential range of 1.00 to 1.17 for
urea, 0.528 (iIhr) with 0.494 to 0.567 for Cr, and 1.11 (l/hr) with
1.04 to 1.19 for uric acid. If V0 was set at 70 kg >< 0.58 for BUN
and Cr, we obtained X = 730 mI/mm for BUN and X = 357
mI/mm for Cr. If we used 70 kg X 0.58 x 0.33 as the extracellular
fluid space, we obtained X = 247 ml/min for uric acid.
Difference between TCSKM and SCSKM
The mean volume ratio of TCSKM to SCSKM was 0.995
0,024 for BUN, 1.050 0.056 for Cr, and 0.985 0.036 for uric
acid. The mean k, G, and SRI of both TCSKM and SCSKM are
shown in Table 1 for BUN, Cr, and uric acid. When compared
with TCSKM, SCSKM overestimated the solute generation rate
by 7.1%, 15.9%, and 10.0%, and SRI by 6.7%, 18.6%, and 10.0%
Table 1. Comparison of kinetic parameters between TCSKM and
SCSKM
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for urea, Cr, and uric acid, respectively. Overestimation of the
solute generation rates directly reflected the neglect of the
post-dialytic rebound. Linear correlations between the kinetic
parameters of SCSKM and TCSKM in Table I are summarized in
Figures 3 through 5. SRI was more dispersive than k or G (P <
0.001 for any solute). SRI of Cr was the most dispersive among the
SRIs of the three solutes (P < 0.01).
Relationship between solute generation rates and step number
Figure 6 demonstrates a significant correlation between the
solute generation rates of urea and Cr (r = 0.537, P < 106), a
significant correlation between urea and uric acid (r = 0.545, P <
10 c'), and a significant correlation between uric acid and Cr (r =
0.426, P < 10). Of the 79 patients who had worn pedometers,
68 completed the study. Correlations between the total step
number during the week and G are shown in Figure 7. The
step number was significantly correlated with Cr G (r = 0.285,
P < 0.03), but not with the other two parameters (r = 0.204, P>
0.09 for urea; r = 0.209, P > 0.08 for uric acid; P < 0.05 was
considered significant). However, no significant differences were
found among these three correlation coefficients for Cr, urea, and
uric acid (P > 0.3 between Cr and urea; P > 0.3 between Cr and
uric acid; all P values were estimated from Fisher's z transforma-
tion).
DISCUSSION
We have developed a theory of the quasi-steadiness approxi-
mation for the two-compartment solute kinetic model. The ob-
tained formulas need only three-point measurements of solute
concentration during dialysis, and work well in practical routine
use. We also clarified the difference between SCSKM and
TCSKM, and summarized it in the form of linear correlation
functions. The formulation can easily be extended to the muJti-
compartment model, if necessary.
The mass transfer coefficients for urea and Cr were in good
agreement with previous reports (for example, 700 mI/mm for
A
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of normalized dialyzer clearance between TCSKM
0.7 and SCSKM. The dotted line shows Y = X.A. BUN, Y = 0.882X + 0.038,r = 0.999. B. Cr, Y = 0.828X + 0.061, r = 0.989. C. Uric acid, Y =
0.833X+0.054, r = 0.998.
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urea and 400 mi/mm for Cr as summarized in the introduction of
Frost and Kerr [16]). Recently, Bankhead, Toto, and Star [20]
obtained a value of 695 370 mI/mm for urea by numerically
integrating the differential equation for TCSKM on a computer.
The mass transfer coefficient for uric acid in the extracellular
space, 247 mi/mm, was less than the value given by Popovich and
colleagues [151; they yielded 490 mi/mm in their five-compartment
model. The difference may be attributed to our neglect of the
intracellular distribution of uric acid. Finite value of the uric acid
mass transfer coefficient indicates that the capillary wall is some-
what resistant to the permeation of solutes as large as uric acid. In
short, we obtained almost the same results for the mass transfer
coefficients as previous works, using only pre-, one-hour and
post-dialytic serum concentrations.
In the Appendix, we note that the solution of equations (30 to
32) is not unique, and that we take the larger of the paired Xs
without a priori reason. The rough concordance of our results with
others validates our prescription on how to choose the correct
solution from among the two. For certain kinds of solutes, the
selection of which solution to use for the equation may become a
problem. To solve this dilemma, blood samples need to be taken
at more than three points during dialysis. Another way is to
measure the SRI using the dialysate collection method [20] and
to solve equation (33) instead of equation (32). In Figure 2, we
illustrated the relation of X to one-hour urea concentration
and SRI. Cox-Box transformation with the exponent =
linearizes SRI much more widely than one-hour urea concentra-
tion, and SRI seems to monotonically increase with X. Thus, SRI
calculated from the dialysate collection method will determine X
more accurately and without ambivalence.
We cannot determine X exactly when it is larger than 2.0, as
found in urea X and uric acid X for some patients, since the error
of observed C values input into the equations is too large. As
noted in the Results, Figure 2 clearly shows the saturated
dependence of one-hour urea concentration and SRI on X. The
whole domain of X over 2.0 brings less than 5% change of
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of normalized solute generation rate between
0 2 TCSKM and SCSKM. The dotted line shows Y X. A. BUN, Y =
l.033X+0.035, r = 0.990. B. Cr Y = 1.093X+0.009, r = 0.970. C. Uric
acid, Y = 1.006X+0.009, r = 0.980.
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one-.hour urea concentration and SRI. Inversely, the value of X
larger than 2.0, when taken alone, is extremely unreliable.
k of SCSKM had a good correlation with of TCSKM, but the
correlation of SRI of SCSKM with SRI of TCSKM was somewhat
more dispersive. This means that SRI is more sensitive than k to
X, and that the solute reduction from the patient should be
estimated using SRI instead of KtIV. In k, X and SRI, Cr gave a
more dispersive correlation than_ urea since Cr X 0.5 was
smaller than urea X. As the X values decline, the kinetic
parameters become more sensitive to X. Using the linear corre-
lation functions shown in Figure 3A, Figure 4A, and Figure 5A,
the single-pool urea kinetics adequately approximate two-pool
urea kinetics. However, by numerically integrating the differential
equations for TCSKM by the Runge-Kutta method, we can show
that the correlation constants change with the dialysis duration.
Therefore, we must confine the use of those correlation functions
only to four-hour HD patients.
Our result for urea, (VO)TCSKM!(VO)SCSKM 1, differed from
(V0)Tci<M/(V0)s1<M = 1.1 that was reported by Pedrini, Zereik
Fig. 5. Comparisons of solute reduction index between TCSKM and
SCSKM. The dotted line shows Y = X. A. BUN, Y = 0.855X + 0.136, r =
0.953. B. Cr, Y = 0.737X + 0.236, r = 0.894. C. Uric acid, Y = 0.800X +
0.192, r = 0.946.
and Rasmy [ii]. This discrepancy comes from the difference in the
HD duration time. In our numerical experiments on the com-
puter, however, with a HD duration time exceeding two hours,
(VO)TCSKM/(VO)SCSKM never exceeded 1.1 under the condition of
Kt/V = 0.6 to 1.2. Gabriel, Fellah and Descombes [21] stated that
(VO)SCSKM is always greater than (VO)I'CSKM = V0' + V02 for
urea (V01 and V02 are the mean ECF and ICF post-dialysis
volumes, respectively.) However, their result cannot hold for
arbitrary values of X. In both limits of X—10 and X—oc, TCSKM
approaches SCSKM. Intuitively speaking, the former limit com-
pletely separates V01 from V02, that is, the concentration profile is
not affected by the existence of ICF, and then (VO)SCSKM coin-
cides with V01. The latter limit fuses V,1 and V,2, that is, the
solute can move freely across the barrier between ECF and ICF,
and then (V,)SCSKM coincides with (V,)TCSKM = V + V,2.
When X is changing from 0 to infinity, (VO)SCSKM continuously
changes from V0' to V01 + V02. Therefore, there must be a value
of (VO)SCSKM between V and V0t + V02 for a certain X. This
means that their result cannot hold for arbitrary X. However, they
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did not make clear the range of X within which (V))s
becomes greater than (VO)TCSKM =V(,1 + V02.
Urea G, Cr G, and uric G seem to be correlated merely through
the amount of the protein intake of patients. Both urea and Cr
are the metabolites of L-arginine. Protein-rich food usually in-
cludes a lot of nucleic acid. An increase or decrease of urea G
relative to Cr G or uric acid G may indicate that the patient is in
a catabolic or anabolic state, respectively. Laird, Berkey and
Lowrie EG [3] reported that the protein catabolic rate, which can
be estimated from the urea generation rate, has a good correla-
tion with the morbidity of hemodialysis patients. By extension, this
suggests that the other two generation rates also have a good
relationship with patient outcome. We found that Cr U signifi-
cantly correlated with the total step number during one week,
while the other two rates did not. We can easily imagine that
physically active patients walk more than inactive ones, and their
bodies have a larger amount of the muscles producing Cr. These
data suggest that the Cr generation rate is more strongly associ-
ated with the physical activity of the HD patients than the other
two generation rates.
The recent method by Smye and colleagues [91, based on the
two-pool model of urea, determines urea MTC using pre-,
intermediate, and post-dialytic BUN. Although their method
appears, at a glance, to be similar to our own, it is completely
different in the treatment of the basic equations of the two-pool
model. Their method holds for TCSKM as results of simpliiing
the model by neglecting both generated urea and ultrafiltration
during dialysis, in the same way as Kt/V =
—log Cp,,.,t/Cprc holds
for SCSKM. Our previous report [8] clarified that the neglected
quantities contribute 10% or less to the estimation of urea Kt/V
and G. These quantities are comparable to the two-pool effect.
Therefore, even if their method estimates the kinetic parameters
correctly, the interpretation of the results may become confusing:
we cannot ascertain what kind of error cancels each other out.
Pflederer et al [22] analyzed the effect of blood access recircu-
lation and concluded that unless severe aortic regurgitation (AR)
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is present, its effect is negligible [81. Overt AR was found in one v
of our patients, but we assume that it cannot significantly alter the
results.
Definitions
time variable
solute concentration in compartment i
solvent volume in compartment i
whole solvent volume distributed in the
two compartments
fraction of V'
pre-dialytic solute concentration at the
session
post-dialytic solute concentration at
the session
post-dialytic whole solvent volume
whole solvent volume difference at r =
0 from V0
volume change rate
solute generation rate in compartment i
o = G1 + Ga solute generation rate in whole fluid
space
13 G'/G fraction of G'
dialyzer clearance, which is simply de-
noted by k in the main text
residual renal clearance
mass transfer coefficient between com-
partment I and compartment 2
intradialytic interval
interdialytic interval prior to HD ses-
sion
subscript j distinguisher of HD sessions during a
week
Overlying line shows quantities normalized to V0.
Capital letters in italics show vectors and matrices.
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Fig. 7. A. Correlation between steps/week and normalized urea genera-
tion rate. Y = 0.000198X + 0.878, r = 0.204, P > 0.09, N = 68. B.
Correlation between steps/week and normalized Cr generation rate. Y =I
1 5. 2 0.000035X + 0.1222, r = t).285, p = 0.03, N = 68. C. Correlation betweensteps/week and normalized uric acid generation rate. Y = 0.000021X +
x 100,000 0.094 18, r = 0.209, P> 0.08, N = 68.
T
C = C(T)
V1 = V(i-)
V = V() = Vt + V2
a V'/V
C
V0
= V(0) — V0
k1)
x
T
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APPENDIX 1. TCSKM FORMULAS We can readily confirm by direct substitution that expression 9
satisfies differential equation 3. If we define n-dimensional vectors
Matrix form of the TCSKM equation and nXn matrices, we can extend equation 3 and general solution
9 to the n-compartment solute kinetic model at once.
if we introduce vectors:
I 1\ / 1\ Interrelationship between pre- and post-dialysis solute
c = () c = (El) (1) concentration\ / \G / Since we have obtained the solution of the TCSKM equation,
and matrices: we can construct interrelationships between pre- and post-dialysis
solute concentrations. For simplicity, the transition matrices are
0 \ K= (—kD kR — X X (2) defined as:
v2)' x —x)'
—
1
the equation of TCSKM [231 is simply rewritten as: — i(k, kR, X, , \, t) =UeU T=t, (13)
d
—VC=F+KC. (3) 1T
B B(kD,kR, X, a,, t) LF'(e" — 1)AU =t (14)
In these expressions, superscript i = I describes the quantities
related to the hemodialyzed compartment. Assumption (vii)
means that: which relates pre-dialysis solute concentration to post-dialysis
1 1 2 2 1 2 concentration of the session j, for the intradialytic interval, andV = V (0) + mIT V =V (0) + (1 — u)vT V + V = V(0) + VT,
(4) (15)
where v > 0 during an interdialytic interval, and v < 0 during an
intradialytic interval. Note that equation 3 has the same appear-
1
ance as the SCSKM equation [231.
R RJ(kR, X, a,, T) U(e1't — 1)A1U1 -=T (16)
General solution of the TCSKM equation
which relates the post-dialysis solute concentration of session jto
Next we define normalized quantities: the pre-dialysis solute concentration of next session j+ 1, for the
— - - interdialytic interval. Then, from the solution [91 we can get a
K = K/V0 = (_kD
kR — X
(5) relation between C and C:
/ - - \ CqlCj+B41F (17)
- (cr(1++VT) 0V' ViV0 (1 )(1 + (6) and a relation between C0 and C1:
- /G1/V \ CJ1 =M÷1Cq +R+1A'F. (18)I'=F/\T0=( 2 I, (7)\G /V0j The successive substitutions of equation 17 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and
• equation 18 for j = 1, 2, 3 with each other yield:and transforms the time variable T into:
/1_+ + VT'\ cdr C4 = M4F3M3F2M2F1C1 + (M4F3M3F2M2B1
= log I - I d = - (8) -1+ / l+b+VT +M4F3M3B2+M4B3+O)AF (19)
and the general solution of equation 3 is then given by: c, = F4M4F3M3F2M2C01 + (F4M4F3M3B2
C =U(e — 1)A UA1F + i!At UC(0) (9) + FI4B3 + B4 + F4O'F (20)
In this expression, U is the diagonalizing matrix of A 'K: with
UAKL[1=( 0) (10) 0 =M4F3M3F2R2 + M4F3R3 + R4. (21)0 A_ Equations 19 and 20 connect pre- and post-dialysis solute concen-
with the eigenvalues A, and: trations observed at the present HD session to pre- and post-
/ - dialysis solute concentrations observed at the three prior sessions,
A UA'KIT 1—E = (A+
— v 0
- (11) respectively.\ 0 A_—vJ Quasi-steadiness approximation for TCSKM
A (a 0 i2 Analogous to the quasi-steadiness approximation for SCSKM,
\\0 1 — a,!
" ' we replace C, and C01 in the right sides of equations 19 and 20
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with C4 and C04, respectively. These replacements are permissible (d) Finally, using equation 32, we numerically solve the first
if SCSKM roughly approximates TCSKM and the quantities: component of matrix equation 32 to obtain the new X.
(e) With this new X, the procedure a through d is repeated until
e_3k0t(C — C)IC, e_3k0t(Ci — C)/C, for i = 1,2 (22) the unknowns can be considered to have converged.
are much smaller than 1. To simpli' the notation, we define: As seen from Figure 2, no solutions are obtained for excessively
small or large values of C'I. . To find kD and X, when this
(1 — M4F3M3F2M2F1Y'(M4F3M3F2M2B1 happens, we minimize the residual square of errors for C'1 and
C4, keeping C fixed. Figure 2 shows that the solution X for given
+ M4F,,M3B2 +M4B3 + 0), (23) concentrations cannot be unique. However, we chose the larger
one without an a priori reason. We can naturally extend the above
= (1 — F4M4F3M3F2M2Y'(F4M4F3M3B2 formulation to the multi-compartment model if we define n-
dimensional vectors and matrices and consider the multiple blood+ F4M4B3 + B4 +F40), (24) sampling times. SRI is obtained from the right-hand expressions
= ( o< of equations 26 through 29:SRI = (1 iC( (1 + t) (33)Noting each component of the vectors and matrices, equations 19 (1 l)A4
and 20 yield:
Eigenvalues
c= + (26) For the two-compartment model, the eigenvalues of equationa I — aj 10 are given by:
= + cI)l-_-.G, (27) +k + X X+—a 1 — a) = \ a i — a) (34)2for compartment 1, and:
c
(q,21
P + ,22 (28)
with
-
kD+kR+X \2 4(kD+kR)Xd= +—) — (35)
= P + (29)
— aj a(1 — a)
a I — a,,' and the diagonalizing matrix is:
for compartment 2. Dividing equation 26 with equation 27 on
=
—1 (i+ + x + aAboth sides, we obtain: aX\/à —i — — a,± )• (36)
= + /(q,11 P +
v12iJ_P) (30)
For the interdialytic interval, kR < X and kD = 0 hold. Then,
a 1 — aj/ a 1—a ' - expanding the square root of equation 3 in terms of kR!X < 1,
Equation 26 yields: — 1 — 1 -
= —kR, A = 1 —— kR X (37)
= + (31)
( a) — (1 — a)a
a I — a) To avoid singular behavior occurring when A approaches null
From equation 9, the solute concentration at one hour after the matrix, we expand (c — 1)A' as:
start of hemodialysis is expressed by: 1(e —
C1 =F41C4 +B4T_IA' ( (32) 1 1
—
0
where the pre-dialysis value C has been given by equation 28.
=( + (A÷ + 3(Af — )2 e—_i0 A—p /
Numerical method to calculate kD, X, G, and SRI
for the interdialytic interval, and we use:
For the known C, C04, C'1, forj = ito 4, a, /3, kR, T3 for / \2 / \3= 2, 3, 4 and t, we can numerically solve the equations 28, and 1 1 + + v 'T i I T \ 2 /
30to32toobtaink,XandG.Theprocedureissummarizedas -=—log Vj__) +v i—--) +follows:
(a) Starting with an appropriate arbitrary value of , equation for both intradialytic and interdialytic intervals.
30 is numerically solved to obtain k0.
(b) From equation 31, G is calculated. Other simplifications
(c) From equation 28, we calculate C of the compartment 2 For simplicity, we assume V1 = V2 = V3, that is, only the
that cannot be observed. pre-dialysis volumes from the blood sampling session and the
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previous session are considered, V4 and V3, and it is also assumed
that V01 = V02 = V03 = V04 = V0, that is, all the post-dialysis
volumes during a week are the same (the error derived from these
assumptions may be small, as noted in [8]. Then, we need only to
calculate and v4. The total water amount in the body is also
assumed to be given by 0.58 X post-dialysis weight. For session j =
3 and j 4, interdialysis given by:
= post-dialysis body weight — pre-dialysisbody weight
0.58 X post-dialysis body weight of session 4
and interdialysis vj given by the same expression as above except
the overall minus sign.
Calculations
The C-coding program for calculations was compiled using
Microsoft C/C++, version 7, Microsoft Corporation, and run on
a personal computer, PC-386G, (80386 CPU with a numerical
co-processor 80387, clock frequency 33MHz), SEIKO EPSON,
Tokyo, Japan.
APPENDIX 2. PERMISSIBLE VARIATION OF G AND MTC
The assumed constancy of G and MTC during the week is not
so strict. For simplicity, we considered SCSKM in regards to
solute generation and volume change during dialyses to be
neglected. If we distinguish the solute generation rate of each
interdialysis interval by subscript j, the relation between pre- and
post-dialysis solute concentrations are given by:
C0 = rC,C = C0_1 + G)T
with r = et/\. Successive substitution for j = 1, 2, 3, and 4
yields:
C4 = r3C1 + r2T2G2 + rT3G3 + T4
lfwe put C1 = C4, G4 = G, G., = G + G2, and G3 = G + G3,
some algebraic manipulation gives:
C4 = r2T + rT3+ T4[1 +
r2T2iXG2 + rT3Gs1
1—r (r2T2+rT5+T4)G]
The last expression indicates that when Kt/V0 > 1 (r < e
0.37, a 10% change of G3 or a 30% change of G2 affects the
pre-dialysis solute concentration by 2 to 4% or less. This amount
is usually compatible with errors in measurements. Since TCSKM
corrects the result of SCSKM at most by 20%, above estimation
can hold for TCSKM.
It is not assured that MTC is constant during the week. Large
errors in measurements probably prevent us from testing variation
of MTC. However, small daily variation of MTC, if exists, may not
modify calculated results using TCSKM, since TCSKM itself does
not affect the results of SCSKM very much.
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